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Features and Benefits (Case GTIN: 10053400314809)
Features:

Preparation and Cooking:
Serving Suggestions:
Storage:

Grow your bottom line with Briar Street Market® Fully Cooked Boneless Smoked Buffet Style
Ham. Our oval-shaped, buffet style ham features a smoked casing and a traditional flavor
profile. Ideal for thin slicing, our residual muscle ham provides a 100% yield for cold applications
such as sandwiches. Fully cooked, boneless and wrapped in grip and tear packaging for quick
and easy preparation, our value ham makes a versatile addition to catering, carving stations,
quick service sandwich shops and family and casual dining. Stored refrigerated at 28°F, our
ham has a shelf life of 90 days. Includes one case of 2 Fully Cooked Boneless Smoked Buffet
Style Hams. Briar Street Market® sliced meats have a solid reputation for quality and value in
foodservice operations around the United States. No matter the business, we offer a variety of
culinary selections at varying price points ensuring something for everyone.
Unspecified - Not Applicable
Simply slice cold and serve with honey mustard and pepper jack cheese on ciabatta bread for a
delicious sandwich option.
Refrigerated

Features and Benefits (Consumer or Base GTIN: 00053400314802)
Features:

Preparation and Cooking:
Serving Suggestions:
Storage:

Grow your bottom line with Briar Street Market® Fully Cooked Boneless Smoked Buffet Style
Ham. Our oval-shaped, buffet style ham features a smoked casing and a traditional flavor
profile. Ideal for thin slicing, our residual muscle ham provides a 100% yield for cold applications
such as sandwiches. Fully cooked, boneless and wrapped in grip and tear packaging for quick
and easy preparation, our value ham makes a versatile addition to catering, carving stations,
quick service sandwich shops and family and casual dining. Stored refrigerated at 28°F, our
ham has a shelf life of 90 days. Includes one case of 2 Fully Cooked Boneless Smoked Buffet
Style Hams. Briar Street Market® sliced meats have a solid reputation for quality and value in
foodservice operations around the United States. No matter the business, we offer a variety of
culinary selections at varying price points ensuring something for everyone.
Unspecified - Not Applicable
Simply slice cold and serve with honey mustard and pepper jack cheese on ciabatta bread for a
delicious sandwich option.
Refrigerated

Ingredients:
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Pork: Smoked Ham And Water Product 9.5 Pounds

Cured with: Water, Dextrose, Salt, Contains 2% or less of: Modified Food Starch, Sodium Lactate, Potassium Phosphate, Sodium Diacetate,
Sodium Erythorbate, Sodium Nitrite.

Allergens and Diet (Case GTIN: 10053400314809)
Representation of allergens and dietary claims. The actual allergens and dietary claims may vary slightly.
Allergen Values (FDA)
Free From:

Peanuts, Tree Nuts, Eggs, Milk, Fish, Crustacean, Soy, Wheat
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